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PORN
Posted by bmgporn - 20 Jan 2023 14:37
_____________________________________

I am in BMG and I watch porn all day!!!!! Its crazy!!!! I want prostitutes to be there!!! I am sick!

========================================================================
====

Re: PORN
Posted by Markz - 20 Jan 2023 15:09
_____________________________________

bmgporn wrote on 20 Jan 2023 14:37:

I am in BMG and I watch porn all day!!!!! Its crazy!!!! I want prostitutes to be there!!! I am sick!

No you’re not

Welcome to the club 

========================================================================
====

Re: PORN
Posted by willdoit - 20 Jan 2023 15:33
_____________________________________

Hello dear,

Welcome, make urself comfortable you came to the right place. here you can be fully urself and
share ur deepest struggles - we are all in the same boat. 

There are many many fellows here who felt helpless and hopeless and are now out of this pain.
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You will too be iy"h.

You may wanna start reading other peoples stories - And make use of the many recourses, It
may feel overwhelming at first, but with time ull get it.

Perhaps you wanna start sharing ur struggles?

Yours truly

willdoit,

========================================================================
====

Re: PORN
Posted by cordnoy - 20 Jan 2023 20:03
_____________________________________

bmgporn wrote on 20 Jan 2023 14:37:

I am in BMG and I watch porn all day!!!!! Its crazy!!!! I want prostitutes to be there!!! I am sick!

Chavrusah tumul would be at least a month then, if not more!

========================================================================
====

Re: PORN
Posted by Emes-a-Yid - 20 Jan 2023 20:41
_____________________________________

bmgporn wrote on 20 Jan 2023 14:37:
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I am in BMG and I watch porn all day!!!!! Its crazy!!!! I want prostitutes to be there!!! I am sick!

Hey, you did the first step, not being afraid to speak up, although all of us are hidden, still it
takes courage to speak the struggle you (and many people) face. So cheers for that major
milestone, hopefully in sometime you will look back at this one day of your first forum, and then
will appreciate such a move, as of now it is hard probably for you, as for many of us, but keep
on posting posts, I envy you with such courage to speak up, looking forward to chat back when
you are next on. I am for real speaking of how much gratitude a lot of people have shared, here
has many people understanding you, like seriously getting you, although yet each person feels
that he is the only one with the issue but in reality it isn't true, and is totally fine and encouraged
to speak up with others here to try and achieve their goals properly. Hatzlacha Raba my friend,
keep at it! I sincerly encourage you continue with gye since it may work for you, some Rebbeim
may not get that. I hope to cheer with you on your couple days and weeks, then months!! You
got this!

========================================================================
====

Re: PORN
Posted by sleepy - 22 Jan 2023 05:16
_____________________________________

bmgporn wrote on 20 Jan 2023 14:37:

I am in BMG and I watch porn all day!!!!! Its crazy!!!! I want prostitutes to be there!!! I am sick!

you want prostitutes to be in BMG?!

========================================================================
====

Re: PORN
Posted by sleepy - 22 Jan 2023 05:24
_____________________________________

bmgporn wrote on 20 Jan 2023 14:37:

I am in BMG and I watch porn all day!!!!! Its crazy!!!! I want prostitutes to be there!!! I am sick!
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DONT PANIC! as the guard and willdoit said, share a little more about your story with porn.
youll see that the spell of porn will be weakened and eventually broken! Hashem is not trying to
drag us down in the mud with this yetzer hara, He is trying to make us great!

========================================================================
====

Re: PORN
Posted by Hashem Help Me - 22 Jan 2023 12:30
_____________________________________

Maybe post a little about your history and what triggers you so the chevra can respond.

========================================================================
====

Re: PORN
Posted by Ybird - 23 Jan 2023 21:17
_____________________________________

i would suggest you to change the subject of this thread

========================================================================
====

Re: PORN
Posted by ManofFaith - 24 Jan 2023 19:58
_____________________________________

What is BMG? What does it stand for?

========================================================================
====

Re: PORN
Posted by Ybird - 24 Jan 2023 20:22
_____________________________________

ManofFaith wrote on 24 Jan 2023 19:58:

What is BMG? What does it stand for?
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BMG - Beth Medrash Govoa - Lakewood Yeshiva

can you spot our freind bmgporn?

========================================================================
====

Re: PORN
Posted by DavidT - 24 Jan 2023 20:39
_____________________________________

ManofFaith wrote on 24 Jan 2023 19:58:

What is BMG? What does it stand for?

Be My Guest

========================================================================
====

Re: PORN
Posted by Ybird - 24 Jan 2023 20:52
_____________________________________
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DavidT wrote on 24 Jan 2023 20:39:

ManofFaith wrote on 24 Jan 2023 19:58:

What is BMG? What does it stand for?

Be My Guest

David, you made my day,

i was never in BMG, but I learned REB CHAIM in Satmar yeshiva

========================================================================
====

Re: PORN
Posted by excellence - 24 Jan 2023 21:26
_____________________________________

bmgporn wrote on 20 Jan 2023 14:37:

I am in BMG and I watch porn all day!!!!! Its crazy!!!! I want prostitutes to be there!!! I am sick!

Jokes aside, What is the first step you have taken to improve your situation?

You can do it!!

========================================================================
====

Re: PORN
Posted by willdoit - 26 Jan 2023 18:50
_____________________________________

What happened with BMG?
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